Traffic flow to be maintained by cones

NO PARKING IN THIS AREA SAT 3/23 - SAT 3/30

Maintain at least half of sidewalk at fence, temp fence will be as close to curb as possible.

3/28 - 3/30 move containment, excavate to center of road, install piping, thrust blocks, test & inspection, backfill, repair sidewalk, temporary road until asphalt plant opens

3/22 Set up containment, deliver equipment, locate underground utilities. Maintain parking and access to sidewalk on Friday 3/22.

3/23-3/27, expand containment, excavate to center of road, install piping, thrust blocks, test & inspection, backfill, repair sidewalk, temporary road until asphalt plant opens

Protect Tree (typ)

Pedestrian Traffic

SIDEWALK CLOSED AHEAD

SIDEWALK CLOSED

SIDEWALK CLOSED

General Notes:
1. Open excavation within the roadway will be plated at end of each work day.
2. Open excavation within grass areas will be barricaded with orange safety fence.
3. Men working signs will be posted on either end of the construction zone
4. Fence to be 6' temporary panel fence with sandbags